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How can consumer products companies stay relevant and be future-ready with analytics?

Our analytics-on-analytics research reveals the time to invest in
analytics is now.

A

T THE START of 2020, the consumer
products industry was addressing
traditional operational issues and slowly

adapting to emerging consumer trends. However,
the COVID-19 outbreak may have fundamentally
changed consumer demand and the integrated
supply chains that serviced it, defining a “new
normal” for businesses and altering some category
dynamics forever. The acceleration to advanced
analytics has become table stakes for companies
that need to adjust to this new normal.
While many consumer-centered companies have
steadily invested in data collection, generating tons
of potentially valuable information, as much as
80% of this customer data is not mined,1 meaning
companies may not be fully clued into their
customers’ needs. Our research reveals that the
companies have not tapped completely into the
data generated internally within their value chain
as well.
The importance of analytics has never been more
obvious—the lack of direct-impact metrics has

• Companies consistently investing in analytics

made it difficult for companies to envision the

and widening their solutions spectrum are

value of data and analytics in improving business

better poised to handle business disruptors and

agility and sustaining operational performance.

their impact on the different aspects of business

Our analytics-on-analytics approach supports

in the long term.

the role of analytics in enabling enhanced
performance. Our research also shows:

• Speed to value from adoption of analytics varies
depending on the business area companies

• Users of analytics stand to gain from adoption,

choose to invest in.

regardless of where they are in the
adoption curve.

Thus, consumer-centered companies stand to win
with analytics. But what is the reality of

• Heavy users are typically better at cost

implementing analytics?

management than nonadopters, reaping
higher profits.
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Consumer products industry
has a long way to go to unlock
the true potential of analytics

agile or even agile-ready, face distributed decisionmaking, struggle with buying and implementing
the right technology, etc. As a result, their ability to
manage risks may be limited.

A 2018 study2 found that consumer products
executives rated the industry as being in the mid-

It is not surprising then that our analysis (see the

to-lower end of the digital-maturity spectrum.

sidebar, “Research methodology”) reveals very few

Additionally, only four in 10 consumer products

consumer products companies are at analytical

executives felt that their organization was actively

maturity. Given the changes in fundamental

seeking use of new data analytics to improve

consumer behavior and the current uncertain

performance (figure 1).

environment, the hallmark of forward-looking
companies is their ability to quickly adapt to the

Though the consumer products industry has

“new normal” by deploying scenario planning and

boosted its digital efforts, many companies are not

analytics to their true potential.

FIGURE 1

Consumer-facing industries are actively seeking use of new data analytics
Q: My organization is actively seeking use of new data analytics (company executives who agree
or strongly agree, %)
Entertainment, media, and publishing

55%
Retail

54%
Transportation, travel, or tourism

52%
Agriculture and agribusiness

51%
Logistics and distribution

48%
Automotive

47%
Electronics

44%
Consumer goods

42%
Manufacturing

39%
Source: 2018 Annual Study of Digital Business, MIT Sloan Management Review and Deloitte.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: “ANALYTICS-ON-ANALYTICS” RESEARCH TO
ASSESS CONSUMER PRODUCTS COMPANIES’ ANALYTICAL MATURITY
To analyze the maturity of consumer products companies’ analytical efforts, we took the data-savvy
route and applied advanced text analytics (figure 2).
FIGURE 2

Analytics on analytics
Assessing analytical maturity of our coverage universe
We selected the top 52 consumer products companies in the
United States by market capitalization. We extracted 7,500+
media articles that related to “analytics” for these companies
over a period of 10 years (2009−2019).

We carried out text analytics on these extracts to
gauge their relevance.

teps
is s

Anal
ys

To carry out multilevel classiﬁcation of the
extracted articles, we executed a machine
learning algorithm.*

Then we mapped the companies’ strategies,
eﬀorts, accomplishments, etc., in analytics to
ﬁve key areas of: manufacturing, logistics,
marketing, sales, and business management and
support.
We quantiﬁed the adoption of analytics to identify the gaps
between actual analytical eﬀorts by companies and what’s
possible within the consumer products industry.

We also compared the analytics eﬀorts by every
company vis-à-vis its proﬁtability to evaluate any
possible relationship.
* We used CogniSteward, a Deloitte solution to accelerate data insights and automate costly and laborious data
stewardship activities.
Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

2. Where are we going: Clarity on the desired

So, what does winning look like? For any business,
it can be visualized using three aspects, namely:

end state from the adoption of analytics, such
as being agile and future-ready or being

1. Where are we now: Self-evaluation by a

data-ready to manage uncertain business

company on its current analytical efforts

environments
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3. How can we reach there: A clear road map

sophistication of their analytical solutions in each

to move up on the analytical solutions curve

business area. We found that increased adoption in
areas such as consumer insights, marketing, sales,

Through such an assessment, companies could

supply chain, and manufacturing triggered further

identify themselves in one of the four major

efforts in these areas. And as this usage went up,

categories (figure 3).

the need for more predictive and prescriptive
solutions emerged, enhancing the analytics

Nonusers, clearly, are those uninitiated in a

portfolio of these companies.

business area. Other users are defined by the
FIGURE 3

Types of analytics users in consumer products
Heavy users

Maturity of solutions
Moderate users

Light users

Predictive
analytics
Descriptive
analytics

Prescriptive
analytics

Levels of adoption

Nonusers
Source: Text analytics using Deloitte’s CogniSteward tool on the analytical eﬀorts of the top 52 consumer products
companies.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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How to win with analytics

SG&A cost margins dropped 4.2% and heavy users’
SG&A margins dropped 1.2%. Light users reaped
quick benefits from their initial effort in this area

POCKETS OF EXCELLENCE WITHIN
CONSUMER PRODUCTS: IN WHICH
BUSINESS AREA SHOULD A COMPANY
INVEST FIRST?

and surpassed the other users—with a reduction of
6.1%. Moreover, because of their smaller market
capitalization, the impact of their improved cost
efficiencies was amplified and reflected in higher

For companies that have not started, the message

revenue growth compared to other players over

is clear—start yesterday! For many years,

2009–2019.

practically every consumer products company has
cited “margin improvement and cost reduction”
as one of the top focus areas.3 Our analysis
reveals that companies with higher adoption
rates have consistently lower cost of goods sold
(COGS)/revenue ratios than nonusers, with the
difference being as high as 12% in some years. A

For companies that have not
started, the message is clear—
start yesterday!

gap of that magnitude reflects favorably in
profitability too—the difference was as high as
seen the return on assets of more than 3–4% in the

WINNING TODAY: WHO’S BENEFITTING
THE MOST FROM ANALYTICS NOW?

last decade, this can be a great way to boost the

In the short term, moderate users have seemed to

growth by improving efficiencies.

benefit the most from analytics. This has been

16% in gross margin. For an industry that hasn’t

observed on many metrics across the five main
That said, a nonuser consumer products company

business areas. In logistics, for most years between

could stand to benefit by using analytics in any

2009 and 2019, moderate users outperformed

business area. To prioritize the areas for

heavy users and the industry benchmark on

investment, companies should assess the business

accounts receivables turnover, average days sales

environment, lean on decision science to start

outstanding, average days payables outstanding,

strategically, and assess the speed to value.

and average cash conversion cycle. The same goes
with their performance on some of the key

STARTING SLOW: CAN LIGHT USERS
WIN?

manufacturing-related metrics, such as COGS/
revenue, other operating expenses/revenue, and

No matter the level of analytical effort, there’s

fixed asset turnover, which reflects in their gross

something for everyone. This has been observed

margin and return on assets.

particularly in relation to light users’ efforts in sales
analytics. The solutions deployed in this space are

However, if we look at the industry landscape

descriptive, so the heavy users, in particular, do not

today, it’s the heavy users that have developed a

have an edge here. But, over 2009–2019, light

more sustained performance edge due to their

users have shown consistently lower selling,

foresight of investing in analytics early on and

general, and administrative (SG&A) margins than

building more integrated platforms. They have also

other users—a metric that typically includes costs

demonstrated more agility in adapting to irregular

associated with marketing among other overhead

demand, evolving channel patterns, and are also

costs. During this period, the industry benchmark

skillfully strategizing their last mile efforts.
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WINNING IN THE LONG TERM—WHAT
DO HEAVY USERS TEACH US ON BEING
FUTURE-READY?

modernization. Interests shifted from 2015 with

Over the last decade, what have the heavy users

their last-mile efforts.

advances in marketing technology and social media
explosion. Companies’ focus moved to improving

done well? Many things, including their foresight
about wanting to be future-ready, their deliberate

But are their efforts and investments in business

approach toward deploying analytics, seeing first-

analytics enough? The answer is multifaceted. In

hand benefits in their financial and soft metrics,

steady business conditions, companies would

and the consequent drive to invest back in

typically prefer investing in core areas. But in

analytics. Between 2009 and 2019, heavy users

nonconfirmatory, unique business situations, they

experienced improved production efficiency, better

should be agile. Their investment focus might shift

cash flow from operations through effective cost

as business needs evolve and when consumer

management, and higher investments in capital-

behaviors alter. For example, when consumers

intensive projects aimed at growth. In logistics,

stockpile a few select categories placing others on

they showed superior performance in managing

the backseat, the spotlight would move to supply

inventory and payables and have consistently

chain and sales, while ensuring partner

achieved the best cash conversion cycle. These

management.

efforts also reflect in their revenue growth in this
period. Further, they have better cost management
pertaining to sales, marketing, and other overhead
expenses, resulting in consistently highest EBITDA
margins, signifying stable business earnings.
To understand which of the above four situations
best applies to your business, it is important to
assess the analytics adoption maturity of the
consumer industry and where you stand in this
milieu. A candid reality check, however, is good
first step.

Opportunity versus effort:
Where consumer products
companies are investing and
whether that’s enough
To better understand where consumer products
companies’ analytical focus lay in the last decade,
we analyzed the analytics-related literature from 52
companies between 2009 and 2019. In the first five
years, companies mainly focused on core areas,
implementing automation for efficiency and
quality, design and process improvement,
inventory planning, and supply chain
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Today, most companies have their own pockets of

within specific business areas, there’s considerable

excellence in adopting analytics and very few have

room for improvement (figure 5).

managed to master all the five business areas
consistently. So, where do their efforts stand vis-à-

Thus, so far, we’ve established the link between

vis the potential? This analysis at every stage of

analytical efforts and profitability, how a few

consumer products value chain reveals a significant

leading heavy users have benefitted by using

gap (figure 4).

systematically implemented analytics, and the
untapped potential of analytics. These highlight the

A deep dive into the gap between actual

obvious incentives that consumer products

implementation and what’s possible revealed that

companies have to invest further in analytics.

FIGURE 4

Gap between “opportunities” and “actual” implementation of analytical
solutions among top 52 consumer products companies
Most prevalent

Low adoption

Marketing

Business management & support
• Investment in right talent

• Optimizing marketing mix

• Real-time decisions and
improving processes

• Tracking trade promotion
eﬀectiveness

• Workform management

• Focusing on brand
positioning

• Focusing on sustainability
• Finance management

Sales
• Analyzing customer
preferences
• Assessing channel
eﬀectiveness
• Tracking competition

• Bolstering pricing strategy

• Portfolio management
Feedback

Procurement

Warehousing

Retail
Distribution

Manufacturing

Consumers

• Enhancing product
design
• Improving production
eﬃciency

Logistics

• Enabling production
forecasting/planning

• Augmenting supply chain

• Enhancing quality and
safety

• Inventory management

• Demand sensing
• Improving distribution

Source: Text analytics using Deloitte’s CogniSteward tool on the analytical eﬀorts of the top 52 consumer products
companies.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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FIGURE 5

While companies have shown commitment in many areas, there’s more that
they can do

What’s being done well?

What can improve?

MANUFACTURING AND LOGISTICS

Core consumer products business areas of
manufacturing and logistics are using analytics
mostly in improving product design, production
planning, and augmenting supply chain.

MANUFACTURING AND LOGISTICS

In manufacturing, companies could increase the use of
analytics for preventive maintenance, fault prediction,
quality control, localization, and automation.
In logistics, the companies could bolster their analytical
eﬀorts in demand sensing, supply chain diagnostics,
strategic sourcing, transport optimization, and returns
prediction and tracking.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT

MARKETING AND SALES

MARKETING AND SALES

Consumer products companies are already
using analytics in business process analysis,
workforce, and ﬁnance management to some
extent.

Most consumer products companies have used
analytics to devise strategies for customer
acquisition and segmentation, tracking
competitive environment, marketing mix
optimization, and social media listening.

To keep pace with the dynamic business environment,
companies can better deploy analytics to improve
real-time decision-making. Also, analytics can aid
sustainability goals—an important focus area for
consumer products companies today according to the
2020 Consumer Products Outlook.

Companies have the potential to explore aspects of
customer retention, new product or service development,
creating optimal pricing strategies, and augmenting brand
perception.

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

What’s ahead? Augmenting
every aspect of the consumer
products value chain to
prepare for the “new normal”

The global customer analytics market is poised to
grow to US$24 billion by 2025, a CAGR of 18%
between 2020 and 2025.4 With consumer products
companies across the globe5 recognizing what’s
achievable via analytics, their efforts can enable the
overall market growth. Our analysis of recent

Going ahead, consumer products companies

investor call transcripts validates that companies

should prudently deploy analytics to cope with

that were already actively investing in analytics in

uncertain business situations that may impact their

2018—including light users—increased their

long-term strategies. They should
account for management of working
capital, risks to the supply chain, and
possible long-term shifts in consumer
behavior. Analytics can help them
devise practical next steps, including
developing contingency plans and
supporting business continuity.

Going ahead, consumer products
companies should prudently deploy
analytics to cope with uncertain
business situations that may impact
their long-term strategies.
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investment in 2019 via in-house efforts or
acquisitions. Many heavy users, who are leading in
the analytics space, are experiencing the benefits of
analytics first hand, especially in the current
turbulent business environment. Per their recent
investor call transcripts, they have geared up their
efforts to strengthen consumer insights, manage
supply chain/logistics, and improve marketing
strategies. They’re meeting near-term goals across
business areas.
For the companies that are in early phases of their
analytical lives, it could be a good idea to assess
how analytics can help achieve their broader
business goals and kick-start the effort. They
should sync their analytics vision, investments, and
performance by calculatedly embedding analytics
across the enterprise, including talent, process,

improve performance and unlock growth. And in a

data, and technology. This can improve their

turbulent business environment, they should be

“speed to insight,” thereby empowering decision-

able to respond, recover, and thrive quicker than

makers with better and quicker information to

those behind in the analytics adoption curve.
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About the Deloitte Consumer Industry Center
Technology is changing rapidly, and so are consumers, radically altering how companies do business.
The Deloitte Consumer Industry Center delivers insights that help leaders in the automotive, consumer
products, retail, transportation, hospitality, and services sectors better understand their business
environment and where it’s heading.

For Deloitte’s Strategy & Operations practice, analytics is a critical element in how we help
organizations navigate the changing data landscape to solve their many pressing business
challenges. We not only apply analytics strategically to help clients increase growth, assess new
market entry, and manage costs, but also drill down to address tactical challenges—from what
marketing approach can provide the leading results, to what supply base is appropriate for a
given commodity. Harness the power of analytics with the benefit of Deloitte’s deep industry
and domain experience and learn how we can help transform analytics from an academic
science to an applied business tool that can improve top and bottom line performance. To learn
more, visit us on Deloitte.com.
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